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Atomic structure and dynamic behaviour of
truly one-dimensional ionic chains inside
carbon nanotubes
Ryosuke Senga1, Hannu-Pekka Komsa2, Zheng Liu1, Kaori Hirose-Takai1, Arkady V. Krasheninnikov2

and Kazu Suenaga1*
Materials with reduced dimensionality have attracted much interest in various fields of fundamental and applied science.
True one-dimensional (1D) crystals with single-atom thickness have been realized only for few elemental metals (Au, Ag) or
carbon, all of which showed very short lifetimes under ambient conditions. We demonstrate here a successful synthesis of
stable 1D ionic crystals in which two chemical elements, one being a cation and the other an anion, align alternately inside
carbon nanotubes. Unusual dynamical behaviours for di�erent atoms in the 1D lattice are experimentally corroborated and
suggest substantial interactions of the atoms with the nanotube sheath. Our theoretical studies indicate that the 1D ionic
crystals have optical properties distinct from those of their bulk counterparts and that the properties can be engineered by
introducing atomic defects into the chains.

Low-dimensional materials have recently received an enormous
amount of attention because of the unusual properties that
arise as a consequence of their reduced dimensionality.

Two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene or transition
metal dichalcogenides, have been intensely scrutinized as
candidates for nanodevice components, and intriguing optical and
transport properties have been discovered1–3. Further dimensional
reduction to 1D should have an even more pronounced impact on
the physical properties of materials.

Because 1D crystals or atomic chains have the simplest possible
periodicity with the minimum number of adjacent atoms for each
component, particularly interesting properties can be anticipated.
Discrete quantum conductance has been reported in gold and
silver monatomic chains4–6, while excellent mechanical properties
and dependence of the electronic characteristics on mechanical
strain7 have been predicted for carbon chains8,9. 1D ionic crystals,
however, have not so far been studied because of the extreme
difficulties in their fabrication, even though more intriguing optical
or electronic transport properties can be expected in such a diatomic
linear lattice.

Ionic crystals are energetically most stable when the number of
coordinating counter-ions is maximized. Therefore a free-standing
chain of ions has been presumed to be unstable because the number
of atoms adjacent to a given atom would be limited to only two. To
circumvent this problem, we employed a carbon nanotube (CNT) as
a template to stabilize chains of ions. Choosing double-walled CNTs
with inner diameters of less than 1 nm, 1D crystals of caesium iodine
(CsI) were manufactured. In comparison with previous works, in
which quasi-1D ionic crystals with various numbers of atomic rows
were synthesized inside CNTs (refs 10–12), we demonstrate here
the successful synthesis of true 1D atomic chains of ions in which
the cations and anions align alternately in one atomic row. Unique
properties originating from the distinct atomic responses of two
different types of atom are corroborated both by experimental and
theoretical approaches.

The filling of CNTs with various materials has been previously
demonstrated13–18. To make the formation of atomic chains of
alternating Cs and I ions possible, the inner diameter of the
template must be equal to, or slightly larger than, the ionic
diameters of Cs (3.40Å) and I (4.40Å), but at the same time
smaller than that for two adjacent rows (7.80Å). Thus, we chose
double-walled CNTs with inner diameters of less than 1 nm. The
double-walled CNTs which we used were prepared by a high-
temperature pulsed arc discharge, similar to an earlier work19. The
CNTs were exposed to CsI vapour pressure for filling. The CNTs-
encapsulated with 1D CsI crystals were then dispersed in methanol
and dropped on tungsten microgrids. For scanning transmission
electronmicroscopy (STEM) and electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS) analysis, we used a JEM-2100F equipped with a delta
corrector and cold-field emission gun. The acceleration voltage
was set to 60 kV to reduce damage to the samples caused by
the electron beam. To quantify the contrast of Cs and I atoms,
the high-angle annular dark-field conditions were employed. The
convergence semi-angle was set to 48 mrad, while the inner and
outer collection semi-angles were 79 and 160mrad respectively. The
experimental results were rationalized through insights provided by
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, as detailed below.

Figure 1 shows a CsI atomic chain encapsulated in a double-
walled CNT. Four dark parallel lines correspond to the double-
walled CNT in the high-resolution TEM image, and the dark dots
aligned between correspond to the atomic chain (Fig. 1a). These dots
define a 1D crystal with a regular atomic periodicity of ∼0.34 nm.
The length of the atomic chains varies widely, from 1 nm to more
than 0.1 µm, and the chains can be produced at a high yield
(Supplementary Fig. 1). A typical EELS spectrum collected from
one line of the atomic chain encapsulated in a double-walled CNT
confirms the existence of caesium and iodine (Fig. 1b); the Cs M4,5
edge (∼750 eV) and the I M4,5 edge (∼670 eV) were both detected.
The intense carbon K(1s) edge (∼285 eV) originates from the
double-walled CNTs encapsulating the chain. The EELS chemical
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Figure 1 | CsI atomic chains encapsulated in double-walled carbon nanotubes. a, TEM image of a CsI atomic chain encapsulated in double-walled CNT.
b, A typical EELS spectrum, confirming the presence of I M4,5 and Cs M4,5 edges. c, ADF image of another CsI atomic chain. d,e, EELS chemical maps of Cs
and I, respectively. The individual maps in d and e were constructed from the image in c. f, Schematic illustration of the CsI atomic chain corresponding to
the images in c–e. Small grey spheres correspond to carbon atoms of the nanotube.
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Figure 2 | Inverse intensity in the ADF profile of Cs and I atoms. a, ADF image of a CsI atomic chain. b, Line profile of six atoms along the chain taken
between the black arrows in a and integrated over 1.5 Å perpendicular to the profile. c, Line profiles of single atoms taken from the line normal to the tube
axis, as indicated by the orange (Cs) and blue (I) lines in a. The contrast of the I atom in the ADF image is higher than that of the Cs atom. d–f, Simulated
image and line profiles produced by a static model with equal Debye–Waller factors for Cs and I atoms. Contrary to experiment, the intensity of the Cs
atom is higher. The contrast profile is taken across the Cs and I atoms at the peak-intensity positions. Integration over a wider region in the radial direction
will change the relative intensity (Supplementary Fig. 5).
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Figure 3 | Fully optimized atomic structures of CsI chains in CNTs with
di�erent diameters. a–d, Cross-sectional (left/right) and side (middle)
views of the relaxed structures of CsI atomic chains inside CNTs with chiral
indices of (9,0), (10,0), (11,0) and (12,0), respectively. Charge transfer is
seen in the middle and right figures, where blue/green colours correspond
to an increase/decrease in electron charge density on intercalation as
compared with the isolated systems. The energy di�erence between the
combined and isolated systems is presented in Supplementary Table I. As
the energy minimum is for (10,0) or (11,0) CNTs, the apparent diameter of
the CsI atomic chain is determined to be approximately 8 Å. e, Calculated
potential energy profile for the Cs and I atoms as a function of the
displacement of each atom from the centre of the CNT.

maps for Cs and I extracted from the segment of the double-walled
CNT shown in an annular dark-field (ADF) image (Fig. 1c) are
constructed from the Cs M4,5 and I M4,5 edges (Fig. 1d,e). From
these maps, it is clear that Cs and I atoms alternate in the double-
walled CNT, as shown in the atomic model of Fig. 1f. This atomic
arrangement definitely reflects the ionic character of two species
where the cation and anion bond to each other.

We measured the bond lengths in the CsI atomic chains using
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern taken from more than 20
independent CsI chains. One of them is shown in Supplementary
Fig. 2. The average bond length between adjacent Cs and I atoms
was determined to be 0.34 nm, which is 11∼14% shorter than that
of the bulk CsI crystal—that is, 0.395 nm for bcc structures (CsCl
type) and 0.383 nm for rocksalt structures (NaCl type) at room
temperature20. This shrunken bond length is consistent with the
theoretically calculated bond length of a free-standing CsI atomic
chain (about 0.35 nm) as presented in Supplementary Fig. 3.

Figure 2a–c shows an ADF image and its line profile along the
CsI atomic chain. Surprisingly, the I atoms (Z=53) are significantly
brighter than the Cs atoms (Z=55). In a ‘static’ model, the heavier
Cs atom should be brighter in the ADF image in the Z-contrast
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Figure 4 | Atom-by-atom spectroscopy for CsI atomic chains with
vacancies and edges. a,b, ADF images of CsI atomic chain segments with
vacancies. c,d, EELS chemical map of CsI and the corresponding schematic
illustration for the image shown in b. e, EELS spectra (after background
subtraction) taken from each atom numbered in b. The numbers on the
graphs correspond to those of the atoms (and vacancies; indicated by the
yellow-labelled ’2’) in b. f, I M4,5 edges of atomic positions 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9
processed by the second-derivative method. The width of the derivative is
30 eV. Black arrows indicate the respective peak positions. Spectrum 1 has
a peak at 670 eV. Other spectra have a highest peak at 655 eV, and small
shoulders at around 670 eV on spectra 5 and 7. g, Cs M4,5 edges of atomic
positions 4, 6 and 8 (without background). The dynamic behaviour of I
atoms near the vacancies is di�erent from an atomic chain without any
defects. For example, I atoms located next to caesium vacancies (VCs) are
relatively more mobile than those fully sandwiched by two Cs atoms.
Indeed, the lower intensity of the I atoms residing next to the VCs in an ADF
image shown in Supplementary Fig. 6 reflects this fact.

condition21. No confusion between Cs and I atoms is possible here
because the ADF images are always accompanied by the EELS
chemical maps obtained simultaneously (Supplementary Fig. 6).
The staticmodel with equalDebye–Waller factors for Cs and I atoms
(Fig. 2d–f) never reproduces the experimental ADF contrast. This
inverse intensity should indicate non-equivalent atomic vibrations.
Line profiles across single Cs and I atoms (Fig. 2c) indeed exhibit
a 30% greater width (full-width at half-maximum) of Cs atoms
than I atoms.

From this result one can intuitively infer that Cs atoms move
rather freely, whereas the movement of I atoms is more constrained
inside the CNT. In fact, broadening of the contrast profile for
single atoms was attributed to thermally activated atomic motions
in previous works22,23. The electron beam should contribute to
the atomic motion, but it is unlikely to be the main reason for
the difference, as the atomic masses of Cs and I, and thus the
momenta kinetically transferred to the atoms by energetic electrons,
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Figure 5 | Variation of DOS corresponding to the structures of CsI atomic
chains. (Left to right) DOS of an atomic chain with no defects, with VI, Cs
edges (terminated by Cs atoms), VCs, and I edges. Atomic chains with
VI/VCs introduce donor/acceptor states, respectively, and the
experimentally relevant I edges possess very shallow acceptor states close
to the VBM.

are similar. The presence of the CNT sheath should diminish all the
effects related to charge redistribution due to the incident e-beam,
such as secondary electron emission and charge accumulation,
similar to what happens in the graphene/MoS2 sandwich system24.
A variation in atomic motion that depends on the element cannot,
however, simply be explained by thermal energy; the two elements
should experience different potentials. In addition, the broadening
as seen in the contrast profile for Cs atoms becomes wider
and the intensity difference between Cs and I atoms becomes
more prominent as the diameter of CNT increases, as shown in
Supplementary Fig. 4.

To explain this difference in the atomic motions of Cs and I, we
performedDFT calculations to investigate the chemical interactions
between the two elements (Cs/I) and CNTs, and the corresponding
stable structures. Four CNTs with different diameters were chosen.
Eachmodel contains three CsI units. The calculation details are pre-
sented in the Supplementary Information. Considerable distortion
of the CsI atomic chains and charge transfer betweenCs/I atoms and
CNTs are indeed corroborated (Fig. 3a–d). For the thinnest CNT
considered, the large interaction between CNTs and Cs/I atoms
keeps both atoms located at the centre of the CNT. With increasing
diameter it becomes evident that positively charged Cs ions are
attracted to the CNT walls, whereas negatively charged I ions are
repelled to the centre of CNT. Such a behaviour is opposite to that
of pure iodine chains, which are reported as being attracted to
CNT walls25. This is also reflected in the charge density distribu-
tions shown in Fig. 3a–d, wherein Cs p orbitals interact with the
nanotube-conjugated electron network and I atoms aim tominimize
their interaction with the CNT. Consequently, the amplitude of the
zig-zag distortion becomes larger as the diameter of CNTs increases,
as shown in Fig. 3b–d. Finally, the calculated potential energy profile
for the Cs and I atom positions within the CNT (Fig. 3e) confirms
that the Cs atoms experience a potential well that is considerably
wider and flatter than for I, and should thus lead to a wider ADF
intensity profile. Considering the flatness of the potential well,
thermal energy or the energy transferred by the electrons should
be sufficient to induce rapid motion of Cs atoms. The oscillations
of Cs atoms are expected to be much faster than the dwell time for
ADF imaging (∼8 µs) and produce broadened contrast profiles for
Cs atoms. Furthermore, the more pronounced difference in ADF
intensity between Cs and I atoms observed in the larger diameter
CNTs, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 4, reveals that the zig-zag
distortion depends on the diameter of CNTs, as shown in Fig. 3.

The atomic structure of defects in low-dimensionalmaterials is of
general interest. Vacancies, topological defects and edge structures
have been studied in 2Dmaterials and are presumed to govern their
physical and chemical properties26,27. Especially in 1D structures,
vacancies, impurities, or edge termination are of great importance
from a fundamental science viewpoint, and they must be identified
to assess their effects on the system properties. Figure 4a shows
two monovacancies in one of the CsI chains. These are native
defects and are thermodynamically stable in the confined 1D
crystals. Also, because the chains are protected by the CNT, new
vacancies cannot be created by the electron beam, as is often the
case in 2D material studies24. It is quite reasonable that vacancies
in 1D crystals are more frequent because the reduced number
of neighbouring atoms should lead to a much smaller formation
energy of monovacancies than in the bulk case, as confirmed by our
calculations (Supplementary Table 3).

To identify the vacancy site, atomic-resolution EELS mapping
was once again performed across the vacancy. Figure 4b shows
an example of a short CsI atomic chain with nine atomic sites.
Figure 4c,d presents a chemical map of the atoms based on the Cs
M4,5 and I M4,5 edges and the corresponding atomic model. The
original (unprocessed) EELS spectra after background extraction
are shown in Fig. 4e; these correspond to the numbered positions
in Fig. 4b. Considering the alternating atomic order of the chain,
the space numbered ‘2’ between atoms 1 and 3 is essentially a
Cs site. However, the corresponding spectrum 2 shows no signals
attributable to Cs or I (absorption) edges. Neither were any traces
of possible impurities such as oxygen or nitrogen atoms detected.
Therefore, this space indicates a monovacancy at a Cs site (VCs).
Furthermore, the I atoms numbered 3 and 9 have only a single
neighbour Cs atom and, therefore, are regarded as the edge atoms
which terminate the atomic chains. Although the I atom numbered
as 1 is also located on the edge, it does not have any nearest
neighbour Cs atoms.

Figure 4f,g shows the fine structures of the I M4,5 and Cs M4,5
edges associated by number with the indicated atoms. The Cs
M4,5 edge data are presented in their raw form after background
subtraction, and the I M4,5 edge data are shown in second-
derivative mode because the original spectra possess a very broad
hump from which it is difficult to identify any specific features.
Spectrum1, recorded from the isolated I atom, has its highest peak at
approximately 670 eV, and there is a shoulder on the left-hand side
of this peak. The other I atoms have their highest peaks at 655 eV.
Spectra 3 and 9, obtained from the edge atoms, have small shoulders
on the right-hand sides of the peaks which are located at almost the
same positions as the peak of spectrum 1 (in addition to the peaks
at around 655 eV). Spectra 5 and 7, which are for the middle atoms
neighbouring two Cs atoms, show almost single peaks at 655 eV,
but possess very small shoulders on the right. These changes in
the I M4,5 edge configurations probably reflect the different valence
state of each atomic site. However, the Cs M4,5 edge (Fig. 4g) shows
no noticeable variation. These facts mean that an electronic state
of each Cs atom could have been mostly determined by the first
neighbour configurations and therefore Cs atoms sandwiched by
two I atoms in this small fragment showed no obvious difference
in the EELS fine structures.

The total charge in this small fragment is still unclear. In general,
ionic crystals should be neutral with the same number of positive
and negative charges. In this case, however, unbalanced charge
should be present in this small fragment (at least in a free-standing
fragment) because it consists of five I and three Cs atoms; however,
the interaction with the CNT may give rise to a charge transfer, as
corroborated by our DFT calculations.

As well as the above system, we have examined more than
20 monovacancies and found that they are mostly VCs, with a
probability of 90%, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 7. The I
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monovacancy (VI) is quite rare. No divacancy (VCsI) was found
because such a divacancy should rapidly collapse owing to strong
attraction between the Cs and I ions. Also note that shorter atomic
chains always end with I atoms. No Cs termination of atomic chains
was found inside the CNTs.

Our DFT calculations aimed at assessing the stability and charge
states of vacancies in an atomic chain inside (9,0) CNT were
performed forVCs andVI in atomic chains consisting of sixCsI units.
As seen in the density of states (DOS) in Fig. 5, VI has a donor state
occupied with one electron close to the conduction band minimum
(CBM). This electron can be donated to the CNT. In contrast, VCs
has an empty acceptor level close to the valence band maximum
(VBM) and it can accept electrons from the CNT. These charge
transfers will further stabilize the system.However, discussion about
the stability difference between VCs or VI is subtle because the
stability of vacancies depends sensitively on the chemical potentials,
chirality and charging of the CNT (ref. 28), as well as any strain in
the system.

Unusual optical properties can be expected in this diatomic 1D
lattice. Although the size of the bandgap is rather similar for the
chain and bulk material, the dimensionality strongly modifies their
optical spectra. A direct bandgap, as well as strong anisotropy, is
expected in the CsI chain (Supplementary Fig. 8). Furthermore, the
optical responsemust be strongly influenced by the distinct dynamic
behaviours of two elements in the potential well determined by
the CNT diameter. The donor/acceptor levels due to the vacancies
are of great technological importance because the capability to
tune the optical properties is expected. Doping the CsI chain with
different species would be also intriguing. One of themost attractive
applications is a single-photon emitter using the vacancy state or
impurity-derived defect state. Such a well-tuned and stable single-
photon source has great potential to be used as a component of
quantum devices.

In this work Cs and I are chosen because both are relatively easy
to detect by ADF imaging and EELS chemical analysis. However,
our method to produce ionic chains is applicable to other materials,
such as CsCl, CsF, NaI and AuBr3 in CNTs (Supplementary Fig. 9),
as our preliminary results indicate. Another important implication
of thework is the contrast inversion in theADF image. Great caution
is required in characterization of atomic structures with reduced
dimensionality. Simple contrast interpretation in the microscopy
technique may not reflect the real atomic structures and must
be accompanied by a consideration of the dynamical behaviours
of each atom. Even though the use of atomic chains in practical
applications is challenging, and still a long way off as purification
of the 1D crystals by removing residual crystals or other impurities
is required to perform macroscopic measurements of optical or
transport properties of the 1D atomic chains, the unique features
obtained by the dimensional reduction from 3D bulk materials
to atomic chains, and the further ‘atom-by-atom design’ concept
proposed here, will open up new possibilities for future devices or
techniques. We believe that this work expands the field of materials
science to include heretofore unforeseen possibilities for device
engineering associated with low-dimensional structures.
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